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Adaptations of Marine Creatures

Introduction

The western coastline of the Pacific Ocean is one of the most affected coastlines of the

world by human activities and climate changes. This coastline is situated in the West of the

United States of America surrounding states like California, Washington D.C, Alaska, and

Hawaii.

This western coastline has gone through drastic changes over the past few years. Climate

changes, garbage disposal, deepsea mining, overfishing, acidification, and many facts have given

birth to an unlimited number of issues. For Example, disease outbreaks in sea animals, the arrival

of invasive species, bad conditions of light, pollution, etc. The temperature of the western Pacific
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is constantly rising and these environmental conditions are forcing marine life on this coastline to

adapt to the harsh climate of the ocean to survive.

Changes occurring in Pacific Aquatic Climate

The following factors are affecting the western coastline of the Pacific Ocean;

Waste Dumping:

Studies have revealed that the discharge of sewage filth, crude oil spilling from ships, and

plastic items are thrown away in the ocean harm aquatic habitats. Thousands of sea turtles, seals,

dolphins, sharks, and other animals choke to death by swallowing bottle caps and other plastic

objects (Dumping).
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Pollution:

Human beings are the main cause of the increasing pollution of the Earth. They cut down

the trees which stabilize the temperature of the planet. As a result, ocean temperatures are also

rising. For Example, high temperatures have turned the western coastline of the Pacific ocean

into a warm water zone. These temperatures affect the lifestyles of water habitats.
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Disease Outbreaks:

Emerging of harmful chemicals, fertilizers, and sewage dirt has changed the growth and

immunity of marine habitats. For example, the algae absorbing these harmful chemicals becomes

poisonous and the animals eating it either die or get several infections which make them sick and

highly dangerous for human consumption. The delicate and exotic species of water end up

getting serious skin infections and eye diseases.

Climate Changes:

The climate of the western coastline of the pacific ocean has become hot compared to the

past. This has affected aquatic habitats as well. For Example, these marine animals have become

warm-blooded. They are so used to these high temperatures of the water that migrating to other

water bodies makes survival challenging for them.
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Major Adaptations of Aquatic Habitats of Western Pacific:

As a result of all the factors, some major changes have occurred in the adaptations of the

animals of the western coastline of the pacific ocean.

Adaptations of the Western Snailfish:

Scientists have discovered that as a result of human beings polluting the ocean. The

Atacama Snailfish in the western coastline have developed bodies that can stand extreme and

frigid temperatures of the ocean. These species of Snailfish exist in the depths of the western

coast (Atacama snailfish).
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Adaptations of western pacific Sablefish:

The Sablefish of the western pacific coastline have differences in growth and size due to

a lack of healthy food. For example, the fish has grown smaller in size and it has become hard to

find a sablefish beyond the age of twenty years due to chemical dumping on the western

coastline.

Adaptations of Gray Whales of the western coast:
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The Gray whales of the western coastline of the pacific ocean were nearly extinct in the

past due to extensive whale hunting. These massive creatures ate a large amount of unhealthy

waste at the bottom of the ocean. Scientists found out that the adaptations to polluted pacific

waters have changed the breedings, feedings, and even the migration patterns of these whales on

the western coastline (Pacific Whales).

Adaptations of the western Pacific Spinner Dolphins:

The Spinner dolphins of the western coastline of the pacific ocean are known for adapting

to human interaction as a result of living closer to Hawaii. These dolphins are not only adapted to

the unhealthy ocean waters and humans of the west coast but they have also adapted to

aggressive behaviors and ignorance due to long exposure to bad environments (Spinner

Dolphin).
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Adaptation of the Western Coral Reefs of the Pacific:

Coral reefs are also known as the rainforests of the ocean. The Pacific ocean is home to

millions of coral species. The coral reefs of the western coastline have well adapted to high

temperatures and environmental pollution. Some corals with bleached skins changed colors and

skin patterns are seen on the western coastline (Coral Reefs).
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Scientific Research to save Western pacific coastline:

Scientists have introduced effective ways to get plastic out of the oceans. They have

introduced magnetic coils to melt non-biodegradable waste and started turning ocean garbage

into plastic roads (Ocean Plastic).

The aquatic research facility known as the Western Fisheries Research Centre of

Washington is conducting successful diagnostic research to determine whether the infections

caused to the fish of the western coast are viral, genetic, or a result of a mutation to adaptation

(Research Facilities).
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Scientists have ensured the safety of endangered water species on the west coast by

implementing the methods of raising awareness about illegal hunting, and garbage disposal in

oceans and safely keeping the endangered marine animals in national aquariums to provide them

with a suitable environment (Marine species).

Five conditions of Natural Selection to occur in the marine life of the Western Coast:

● The DNA of these animals will adapt to warm water conditions.

● Their reproductive organs will perform better in the polluted environment of the

western coastline.

● The physiology of these animals will evolve differently than their ancestors.

● The organisms can vary in color compared to the others.

● The scales may help in avoiding predators after adapting to the waters of the

western coastline.
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